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Designer Emily P. Wheeler grew up visiting North 
Carolina where her family loved to windsurf, and 
the time and place hold a distinct palette in her 
memory: bright neon sails, natural wood decks, 

black rubber booms and salty wet suits, amid 
the colorful pastel backdrop of the era. 


Kitty Hawk — her newest collection —  is 
inspired by the colors and textures of 1980s 

windsurf culture. Pairing opal, garnet, turquoise, 
petrified palm wood, ebony, diamonds and 18 

karat gold, the collection contains natural 
elements while offering the refined vision that the 

EPW line is known for. 

ABOUT KITTY HAWK



 

Emily hopes to evoke a sense of nostalgia with 
her work, connecting to the wearer through 
shared memories and locations. Her signature 
touches — including angular baguette bars 
mixed with pavé step downs — reference her 
father’s graphic work as an architectural 
photographer.


The materials used for Kitty Hawk reflect the 
colors and textures of life at the beach in the 
'80s. Besides shapes echoing the windsurfing 
boards and sails themselves, electric turquoise 
mimics the sky, organic palm wood reflects the 
coastline, opals sparkle like sea foam in the 
sunshine and ombré spinels are like a summer 
sunset. 


The one-of-a-kind pieces in Emily's collection 
are hand made in New York City by master 
craftsmen, with the finest materials available.



 



Composed of two major pieces of 
Boulder Opal — both organic and 

refined — these statement earrings 
have all of the hallmarks of Emily’s 
jewelry. Edgy angles dotted with 
baguette diamonds and Paraiba 
tourmalines perfectly offset the 
spectacular opal specimens. 


DRIFT EARRINGS



An exaggerated half-moon silhouette 
composed of petrified palm wood hangs 

gracefully from an 18 karat yellow gold wire 
necklace. A stark line of baguette diamonds 

adds the perfect amount of decadence. 


MOON NECKLACE



 

The one-of-a-kind Boom Earrings are the pinnacle of Kitty Hawk. 
Hand-crafted in New York City, they are set with two 7 carat pristine, 

expertly cut and matched oval tourmalines that show an exquisite and 
rare, saturated and open blue-green/mint color. Surrounded with 18k 

yellow gold prongs and an 18K white gold octagon with hand-set white 
diamonds, the hand-carved black ebony provides the perfect 

lightweight, bold yet neutral backdrop for these earrings.


BOOM EARRINGS



 

Neon opal — glittering like the sun off 
of the surf — is punctuated with two 
hot pink spinels and pavé diamonds. 


MERMAID RING







 

The Sunset Stick Earrings exemplify Emily's 
unique and bold treatment of color. The 

cascading ombre effect has been present 
throughout her collections, but now takes on 
a color-blocked look in the form of saturated 

tourmaline and spinel.


SUNSET STICK EARRINGS





LAGOON RING

One-of-a-kind 18 karat black gold ring 
with 17.64 carat Paraiba tourmaline, 1.10 
carats of white diamond baguettes, and 

1.57 carats of gray diamonds.



MOON DEW RING

One-of-a-kind oval ring with a 2.67 
pink sapphire center stone, white 

diamonds and moonstones, set in a 
solid 18 karat yellow gold band.



 

One-of-a-kind 18 karat yellow gold 
and white gold cuff with 1.24 carats of 
white diamond baguettes, Australian 

opal, and a 8.5 carat aquamarine. 

CUFF I



 

One-of-a-kind 18 karat yellow 
gold necklace with a surfboard-
shaped opal crystal and white 
diamonds set in claw prongs. 

OPAL CRYSTAL NECKLACE



One-of-a-kind 18 karat white gold 
earrings with tanzanite cabochons, two 
types of turquoise, and white pave and 

baguette diamonds. 

OCEAN EARRINGS



18 karat rose gold necklace with petrified 
palm wood, ombré pink sapphire 
baguettes and pave diamonds. 

SWELL NECKLACE



 

One-of-a-kind 18 karat white gold spinel 
and diamond earrings with removable blue 
opal drops set in 18 karat yellow gold.

18 karat rose gold cigar band with 4.2 
carats of ombré pink and blue sapphires. 

BLUE OPAL AND SPINEL EARRINGS

OMBRE CIGAR BAND



 

18 karat yellow gold and gemstone 
earrings — including turquoise, pink 

Tagua nut, fossilized coral and blue opal 
— with baguette accents, mimic the 
freedom of a sail caught in the wind. 

SAIL STUDS



 
Los Angeles-based designer Emily P. Wheeler took a serious interest in jewelry at 
13 while on a road trip with her father from Boston to Arizona. Her dad, an 
architectural photographer, stopped often at roadside markets to collect Native 
American turquoise and sterling silver jewels and curiosities. Also born with a 
collector’s eye, Emily gravitated towards colorful rocks and gems, and was gifted 
with a rock tumbler upon their return home. 

In the years between her budding jewel obsession and her formal turn as a 
designer, Emily gravitated towards art and music. As a 15-year-old model, she 
was signed to IMG and quickly got a huge break as part of an Italian Vogue 
feature shot by Peter Lindbergh called “Next Generation”. Choosing to stay in 
school, Emily headed to Providence, RI where she was part of the punk rock 
scene. 

Her early fascination with gems and jewelry resurfaced in her 20s, and she spent 
summers avidly attending trunk shows at Tayloe Piggott gallery in her parents’ 
hometown of Jackson, WY. Emily found success making one-off beaded pieces 
and selling them to friends, but longed to work with fine materials, so she started a 
program of self-education by attending the Tucson gem fairs and learning all she 
could from networking and a small group of mentors. 

The next step was partnering with a small, family-owned factory in Los Angeles 
in 2015 to create a small set of signature pieces, including her Platform ring, by 
learning through trial and error. Once she had a handle on the level of quality and 
construction she aspired to, she set out to build a collection that finds its roots in 
her personal history: a little bit of architectural simplicity (her dad), a little bit of 
punk rock (her college years), and a little bit of edge (her early days modeling). 

Today, Emily P. Wheeler’s 18-karat gold, diamond and fine gemstone jewelry can 
be found in a carefully-chosen handful of exclusive high-end retailers across the 
U.S., including Bergdorf Goodman, Material Good, Fivestory and ETC.




